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Fig. 13.1  Dr. Robert S. Cooper 

Chapter 13.  NASA’s Weather & Climate Eruption 

Archeology of the eruption may be of interest, but I have not dug into the origins.  The 

eruption occurred when the long-time Director of Goddard Space Flight Center, Dr. John S. 

Clark, was replaced by Dr. Robert S. Cooper in 1976. 

Dr. Clark was a kind, sleepy-type director.  Occasionally he stopped by the Goddard Institute in 

New York (GISS) and listened to presentations on our research by Dr. Jastrow and principal 

scientists.  Dr. Clark asked only softball questions.  His visits were not threatening. 

Dr. Cooper was different. A large man, with heavy lips and rings under his eyes, Dr. Cooper was 

engaged, with a commanding presence.  He was an engineer1, with a broad perspective on the 

potential of space technology.  He came to Goddard2 from the Department of Defense, where he 

returned to become Director of DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency), with 

expertise on the Stealth Bomber and ‘Star Wars,’ the Reagan Administration’s Strategic Defense 

Initiative, a ground- and space-based plan to protect the U.S. from attack by nuclear missiles. 

Dr. Cooper’s special interest at Goddard was lasers in space and super-computers, and he worked 

to infuse these technologies into the NASA space program.  Cooper saw great promise for these 

technologies to improve predictive capabilities for weather and climate change.  He devoted 

several hundred civil service positions, both scientists and engineers, toward that objective. 

Conceivably the Goddard shakeup was a product of his singular active mind – but it is likely that 

higher levels of government saw merits in bringing cutting-edge DoD technology into NASA. 

The seismic impact of Cooper on Goddard rattled the walls of the Goddard Institute.  Cooper 

wanted the new weather and climate initiative to be on the Goddard home campus, in Maryland.  

Thus he made an early decision to move Halem’s weather prediction project to Greenbelt. 

Halem’s move was not a big deal to Goddard, which had about 3,000 civil servants and 10,000 

employees in total, but it was a big deal to GISS. The 60 contractor positions devoted to Halem’s 

project made up more than half of the GISS contractor staff.  Moreover, the weather project paid 

some of the GISS overhead costs and justified other NASA sources of institutional support. 

The Halem weather modeling project would also take one of the two GISS computers.  Jastrow 

wanted the newer computer to stay at GISS, but that computer had been purchased by the 

weather project.  Jastrow lost that battle.  The newer computer was trucked to Goddard. 
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GISS was stuck with the decade-old IBM 360/95, a relic of a discontinued computer series.  It 

was an albatross.  It required 24/7 baby-sitting by IBM CEs because of its continual breakdowns.  

The annual maintenance contract with IBM was approaching $1M per year. 

This situation was not stable.  Loss of the weather modeling project raised the question of 

whether the expense of maintaining GISS in New York was justified. 

Two GISS programs could stand up to critical academic review: Thaddeus’ astronomy program 

and my planetary program.  Two other budding but unproven efforts were my global modeling 

project based on stratospheric research funding and Jastrow’s earth resources project in which 

several people were exploring potential applications of Landsat multicolor images. 

A few GSFC scientists objected to the privileged position of GISS, as we resided essentially on a 

university campus.  Norman Ness, a member of the National Academy of Sciences, was vocal in 

his belief that GISS should be moved to Greenbelt. 

Goddard management at times likely preferred that outcome, but Jastrow had support at NASA 

Headquarters, and he was a potent, articulate fighter.  However, with the huge transfer of people 

and funding to Greenbelt, it was clear that Jastrow had to do something to shore up GISS. 

Dr. Jastrow had a plan, when he took me along for a meeting with Dr. Cooper at Goddard.  

Jastrow’s proposal was that the climate model that I had begun to develop be converted to run on 

supercomputers, the new ‘vector processors’ at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.  

Livermore, Cooper’s location before he came to Goddard, was established to advance nuclear 

weapons technology.  Livermore needed top-of-the-line computers for its programs.  Thus the 

Laboratory drove development of increasingly powerful machines by the computer industry. 

Cooper liked Jastrow’s proposition.  We could start by reprogramming our climate model to run 

on Livermore supercomputers, with the expectation that Goddard would acquire such computers.   

On the plane returning to New York, Jastrow told me I could pick five of Halem’s programmers 

for the Livermore supercomputer project.  Halem would be furious, but Jastrow was the director, 

and his bargain with Cooper cut off any avenue for Halem to object. 

Gary Russell was the prize.  Gary is a genius.  His Ph. D. is in mathematics, but he understood 

the physics of the model better than any other programmer.  He could make wholesale changes, 

introducing physics that was needed to convert it from a weather model into a climate model. 

Several of us got security clearances to go to Livermore to learn about their supercomputers.  

Those computers churn out calculations fast, but they require special programming.  So a lot of 

time is spent on technical issues and glitches, rather than on the physics of the climate system. 

Therefore, I divided the five programmers into two groups.  One group of four programmers 

worked on reprogramming subroutines of our climate model to run on a supercomputer.  They 

could continually provide numbers, for example, subroutine X now runs 9.2 times faster on the 

Livermore supercomputer than on the GISS 360/95, thus keeping Jastrow and Cooper happy. 

The other group was Gary.  Gary and I never returned to Livermore.  Gary and I worked on the 

physics of the climate model, programmed in a stable computing language.  Gary had a good 

view of the entire model and could clean up the messy programming of the weather model.   
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Gary added in-line diagnostics, so we could see results while the model was running.  He then 

began to add new physics, calculating quantities such as ocean temperature, sea ice cover, and 

soil moisture, rather than specifying these as fixed boundary conditions. 

The climate model worked.  The model produced the major features of the atmospheric 

circulation – rising air in the tropics and descending air that causes the dry subtropics, the west-

to-east jet streams, and high and low pressure systems – even with our coarse resolution.  The 

U.S., for example, was covered by only 10 gridboxes, each with about the area of Texas. 

I was not trying to compete with the big modeling groups, which always pushed model 

resolution as fine as computers would allow.  I wanted resolution as coarse as we could get away 

with, while still producing the most essential features of the atmospheric circulation. 

Our model was very imperfect, because we made big simplifications as well as coarse resolution.  

Crucial effects, such as the transfer of heat by the ocean, were not included in our initial model.  

The model did not produce El Ninos, the oscillations of tropical temperature that have global 

effects and are the single largest source of year-to-year climate variability. 

On the other hand, imperfect models can be a valuable tool in the hands of a competent scientist.  

By continually comparing the models with the real world, it is possible to be aware of both the 

limitations and capabilities of the models. 

Meanwhile, at higher levels, Dr. Cooper wanted a big weather and climate program at Goddard.  

Weather was NOAA’s bailiwick, but Goddard provided satellite instruments.  Climate was the 

apple of Cooper’s eye.  Goddard could take the lead in a new national climate research initiative. 

A NASA Climate Plan was needed to gain resources from Congress.  The task of producing a 

plan was handed to Dr. Les Meredith, the Director of Earth Sciences at Goddard.   

Les Meredith was tall and lanky.  He liked to project the ‘aw, shucks’ persona of an Iowa farmer.  

Meredith did have an Iowa background, receiving  his Ph.D. under Van Allen in 1954, on rocket 

measurements of the upper atmosphere.  His interests were more in engineering than in theory.  

He liked to feign ignorance of theory, but Van Allen commented to me “Les is no dummy,” 

which was Van’s way of saying that there was actually an astute scientist under the persona. 

Meredith formed two groups to produce a climate plan.  Andy Ingersoll of Cal Tech agreed to 

chair the science advisory committee.  Meredith himself managed the other group, which was an 

internal GSFC group composed of engineers and scientists with expertise in satellite data.  

I was in both groups.  The internal GSFC group became a big time sink.  I traveled to Greenbelt 

for meetings every week or two.  The main purpose of these meetings was to match up climate 

science data needs with measurement capabilities, especially measurements from space.  At each 

meeting I seemed to end up with a writing assignment for another specific measurement. 

There was a positive side to the work.  I learned about instruments and measurements, and I had 

to think about the relation with the science.  Our climate modeling helped, because we had to 

either model or make assumptions about all important climate processes.  So I developed a 

broader perspective than I had when I was doing research on the clouds of Venus. 

Harry Press, manager of NASA’s Nimbus spacecraft, a testbed for meteorological instruments, 

was duly impressed.  He noted the number of sections that I wrote, and said “it’s amazing – he 
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brings a new one every week – and they actually make sense!”  When the Plan was complete, I 

had written about half of it.  We called it the ‘Greenbook,’ for the color of the printed cover. 

Goddard’s power-grab floundered, temporarily.  Other NASA Centers, especially the Jet 

Propulsion Laboratory, objected to Goddard’s attempt to gain ownership of a huge national 

program.  Other science agencies, especially NOAA, also objected. 

There was a basis for objection, beyond jealousy.  The proposed climate program was dominated 

by instruments in space, some of them very large, very expensive.  Andy Ingersoll, who had a 

background in planetary science, began to have misgivings about the plan. 

The issue was subtle, but profound.  Did science drive the choice and nature of the instruments?  

Or were instruments based on current and planned engineering capability, with scientists doing 

the best they could with that instrumentation and resulting measurements? 

This issue lay dormant for years.  A monster was lurking and would rise from the ashes a decade 

later with a NASA program called the Earth Observing System.  For the moment there was no 

approval for a new program, but Cooper and Meredith presumed that Goddard would eventually 

be granted a big program in climate observations.  Thus they continued their climate buildup. 

Meredith brought in David Atlas, a radar meteorologist from NCAR, to head the biggest group, 

the Laboratory for Atmosphere, with almost unlimited hiring authority.  The Laboratory for 

Atmospheres soon had more than 100 civil servants and an even larger number of contractors. 

Their attention to the buildup at Greenbelt was a temporary relief, as I could focus on research. 

Anniek’s second pregnancy had reached consummation while I was running back and forth 

to GSFC for meetings about the Climate Plan.  The pregnancy seemed nominal, but on the 

estimated due date we were still waiting.  Two days later, at 2 AM, her bag of water broke. 

By 5 AM she still had no contractions.  We decided that I could go to the airport to catch the 6 

AM Shuttle.  When I got to Washington, I would check with Anniek on her status.  She had the 

phone number of Meredith’s secretary and would call if contractions started. 

That plan illustrates how far Anniek went to accommodate my obsessions.  Or, you might say, of 

how unreasonable I was in my expectations. 

I arrived back home late in the day.  Still no contractions.  The next day we went to Saint Lukes 

Hospital, which was just a few blocks from our apartment.  The doctor said that we should have 

come to the hospital immediately after the bag of water broke. 

The bad news was that that the baby was breech and its head was large.  It seemed that natural 

birth would be difficult and dangerous.  Christine Noelle (Kiki, we would call her) had better be 

delivered Caesarian. 

I had attended a class so that I could be in the delivery room and “help.”  However, when I tried 

to follow Anniek into the delivery room, a nurse stopped me.  I looked at the doctor, who looked 

at the nurse and said “it’s o.k., he can watch.”   

The doctor cut one layer of muscle on Anniek’s tummy, pulled it back, and cut another. I was 

stoic.  Anniek insisted on staying awake, with an epidural injection for pain, so she saw Kiki at 
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the same time that I did.  After they had sewed Anniek back together, the doctor said “I thought 

he could watch.  He’s a scientist.” 

Anniek’s recovery was more painful than it had been after Erik’s natural birth.  She had to stay 

in the hospital for five days.  It was February.  Each day at dinner time I would bundle Erik and 

we would walk past the hospital stopping across the street at an appointed time.  Anniek would 

come to the window and wave.  Then we continued down Amsterdam Avenue to the V&T 

Restaurant, where we had pizza, tossed salad and milk for dinner. 

I could still spend time in the office, because Erik attended the Greenhouse Nursery, on 116th 

Street, right next door to our apartment.  Also on the week-end Erik played with David, Andy 

and Reiko’s son, in the Lacis apartment on 111th Street. 

Time at the office was needed!  We had bit off a lot, with few people to chew it.  There were 

still planetary opportunities and obligations, in addition to the new focus on Earth’s climate.   

I acquired a graduate student, Makiko Sato, in May 1974.  She had come to New York City, to 

Yeshiva University, expecting to work with Al Cameron, but he moved to Harvard.  In response 

to her inquiry about possible thesis research, I suggested a study of light scattering by Jupiter. 

Makiko’s research on Jupiter’s atmosphere helped us to write a good proposal for an instrument 

on NASA’s proposed Jupiter Orbiter and Probe Mission.  The success of that proposal was 

important for GISS, showing that our ability to win a place on Pioneer Venus was not a one-off. 

Makiko and I wrote a paper,3 drawing from her thesis research, in which we inferred the layering 

of clouds and aerosols in the atmosphere of Jupiter.  By analyzing methane and ammonia 

absorption bands in sunlight reflected by Jupiter, we also concluded that carbon and nitrogen 

were more abundant on Jupiter than in the atmosphere of the Sun, a conclusion with implications 

for theories of planetary formation.  As described in End of the Rainbow,4 this study helped our 

instrument pass the confirmation process required to be included on the final payload of the 

NASA mission, which was renamed as Galileo Jupiter.5 

Considering our proposal success on Pioneer Venus and Galileo we might have expected to be 

supported by about 10 civil service positions, the way Goddard supported Hasso Niemann’s 

mass spectrometer experiment.  That was not the case.  All we had was the Iowa mafia: Andy, 

Larry and me, and the planetary research was only part of our work.  We were operating multiple 

programs with smoke and mirrors. 

My group’s focus had become Earth’s climate, but for that I borrowed brainpower from our 

tiny planetary group.  Andy was doing the radiation.  Larry was working on the convection. 

We had Gary Russell, but that was temporary, based on a fiat by Jastrow, with Gary’s salary paid 

by Halem.  Once Halem’s move to Greenbelt was complete, I would need money to cover the 

salary of Gary, assuming that he chose to stay in New York rather than move to Greenbelt.  Gary 

was on the contractor’s staff, not a civil servant. 

How could GISS survive after the largest program, the weather modeling group, hightailed it out 

of town?  We needed a bigger, stronger team of scientists to fight for our survival.   

But there were forces working against us, silent forces.  I knew they were there, but it was better 

not to mention them – that would only increase their power.  If I acknowledged them, it would 

make it more difficult to assemble a powerful team. 
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Andy Lacis, Larry Travis, Gary Russell and Makiko Sato 

 

Chapter 14.  Assembling a Team 

Dr. Jastrow was not concerned about the bill, when he ordered the GISS contractor to provide 

five programmers to run the climate model at Livermore.  Jastrow made other commitments, 

such as paying costs of Columbia University researchers who worked on problems relevant to 

GISS research.  Jastrow always had strong NASA management support, so the bills got paid. 

But now things were changing.  The weather modeling group moving to Greenbelt was 

supported by  the GARP (Global Atmospheric Research Program) office at NASA Headquarters.  

GARP was a multi-million dollar per year source of GISS funding, and GARP was leaving. 

Dr. Jastrow needed to adjust his habits, with the loss of GARP funding.  However, Dr. Jastrow 

had not reduced expenditures enough.  There was a large budget overrun.  So a meeting was held 

at GISS to describe the budget problem to NASA management. 

Jastrow was masterful.  He made the science understandable and made it seem important.  Our 

future Earth science work would focus on climate.  I discussed climate modeling, speaking from 

notes, but Dr. Jastrow interjected comments, making clear the significance of the research. 

Dr. Jastrow described the value of a seasonal forecast, a farmer’s forecast, he called it.  Seasonal 

forecasting was not what I was working on, but Jastrow and I were in the same foxhole.  It was 

no time to expose our divergent opinions.  However, his words foreshadowed a future conflict. 

We went to lunch with NASA managers at the Symposium, a Greek restaurant on 113th Street.  

Morris Tepper was the key NASA manager, the source of GARP funding.  Jastrow was at his 

convivial best, apologizing for the cost overrun and asking for advice about what he should do. 

Tepper’s response was immediate and loud: “Get ready to go to jail!”  Tepper was enjoying the 

situation immensely.  He was making the masterful, articulate Jastrow squirm.   

NASA management came to Jastrow’s rescue, in the end.  NASA Headquarters covered the 

current cost overrun, but they made clear that the cash cow had left town.  No more free milk. 

NASA Headquarters recognized that there was an issue of institutional viability.  GISS needed 

some funding to survive.  It was decided that we would receive a grant of $500K per year for 

climate modeling.  A proposal for peer review would be required every third year. 
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The $500K would come from Robert Schiffer’s climate program at NASA Headquarters. 

Fortunately, Schiffer did not resent the fact that NASA management imposed a large funding 

obligation on his program.  He would give us a chance to show that we could earn the support. 

This was a tricky situation.  The agreement was to fund a so-called NASA Research and 

Technology Operating Plan (RTOP) to GISS with me as the RTOP manager.  However, much of 

the $500K was needed to cover commitments that Dr. Jastrow had made and institutional costs.  

The biggest commitment was funding to Columbia University, mainly the Geology Department, 

to pay the costs of two research scientists working with Dr. Jastrow and a few graduate students. 

On the other hand, what a spectacular opportunity we had!  We had an experiment about to be 

launched to Venus.  Our proposal for the Galileo Jupiter mission had a good chance of gaining 

confirmation.  We were working on a model to help us understand what humans were doing to 

the most interesting planet of all, our home planet.  This was exciting and important work. 

Work it was.  Dr. Jastrow had grown tired of administration.  He willed administrative duties to 

me, as noted in a memo of 29 December 1977 to R. Smylie, Deputy Director of GSFC requesting 

my promotion to GS-15, which was in the personnel folder that I received upon retirement from 

NASA.  The memo’s first paragraph6 incorrectly claimed that I was competent in experimental 

work – in fact I was a klutz and relied entirely on David Coffeen, a world-leading expert in 

polarimetry, for advice on our Venus and Jupiter instruments.  Jastrow’s second paragraph7 

revealed that he had turned management of the entire GISS budget – a big nuisance – over to me. 

The silver lining of the administrative work was that I was in a position to push for civil service 

hires.  I obtained three positions in 1978 that elevated our stature in the climate research world. 

Gary Russell, Bill Rossow and David Rind gave us a capability in global climate modeling. 

Gary was the architect of our model.  He understood the entire model.  Indeed, it was his model. 

Bill was a post-doc at NOAA’s Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory and a recent graduate of 

Cornell where he was a student of Carl Sagan.  He had worked on modeling Venus atmospheric 

dynamics.  I noticed him at the Venus conference at GISS in 1974 – he was outspoken already as 

a student.  I thought he would be a valuable antidote to my reticence.  Bill did not disappoint.  He 

was voluble and by nature contrary – he liked to debate whatever your position was. 

David got his Ph.D. at Columbia University, in upper atmospheric dynamics.  David worked 

with Gary in developing our global climate model.  His teaching ability was obvious, as he 

gesticulated with his long arms, explaining atmospheric dynamics and other processes in the 

global model.  I promptly recommended him to the Columbia Geology Department to teach 

Introduction to Atmospheric Sciences, previously taught by Dr. Jastrow.  David got high ratings 

as a teacher and attracted students to do research with us. 

After these three hirings in 1978 there was a long period, more than half a decade, until mid-

1984, before I could hire another scientist on civil service.  Nor, in that time, did our computer 

capacity increase above that which we had in 1967, when the 360/95 was installed at GISS. 

This severe malnutrition of a scientific laboratory was intentional.  GISS was a bit of a maverick, 

running loose on a campus.  Some people preferred that GISS not survive, perhaps it was 

jealousy.  We needed more brainpower to be scientifically productive during a long drought.  
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David Rind, Bill Rossow, Tony Del Genio and Inez Fung 

Inez Fung and Tony Del Genio were crucial to development of our climate program and to 

survival of GISS.  Fortunately, they worked with us throughout the ‘drought’ without benefit of 

government jobs, even though they could have readily secured permanent positions elsewhere. 

Inez arrived at GISS in February 1977 as an NRC post-doc in Halem’s group.  On her first day at 

work, Milt informed her that he was moving the group to Goddard in Greenbelt.  Her NRC 

position came with a J-1 visa with a 2-year residency requirement.  She thought that she would 

be deported if she did not move with Halem to Goddard.  Almost every weekend she ended up 

commuting on the cheap slow train between Union Station and New York Penn Station. 

It would be nice if I could say that our budding group attracted a future star to New York, but in 

reality the main attraction was Jim Bishop, the love of her life, who worked at Columbia’s 

Lamont Geophysical Observatory.  Eventually, in 1978, I learned about her situation and her 

scientific interests from Mark Cane of Lamont.  I had no money then to hire her, but when I 

contacted NRC they readily agreed that she could work at GISS, if that was her preference. 

Inez’s knowledge of ocean dynamics and the global carbon cycle was needed for our climate 

model development and global climate studies.  Her knowledge was also essential for a research 

proposal that I wanted to submit.  Resources were needed to supplement the $500K grant from 

NASA Headquarters, because that money was largely committed.  And the new proposal would 

let us dive headlong into the most important science topic on the planet, as I will soon explain.  

Inez developed into a widely respected world-class scientist who helped us maintain interactions 

with different research groups around the world.  Inez was later elected to the National Academy 

of Sciences, and she was a mentor and role model for female students.8 

Tony Del Genio was in planetary studies as a graduate student at UCLA, where he developed 

expertise in atmospheric dynamics.  He worked on Pioneer Venus data as a post-doc at GISS 

from 1978 to 1980.  Thankfully, when his post-doc tenure ended, he was willing to work on our 

contractor staff until I could hire him on the GISS staff in 1985.  Tony became our leader in 

modeling the most difficult and essential aspect of the climate system: clouds and convection. 

In 1983 Tony began teaching Introduction to Atmospheric Sciences at Columbia, which allowed 

David Rind to teach graduate level Atmospheric Dynamics and Climate Dynamics courses.  

Andy Lacis taught two radiation courses, in theory and applications, so we were able to give 

sufficient relevant training to Columbia students who wanted to work on NASA projects. 

Tony blossomed into a brilliant teaching professor, winning the best teacher award several times 

in the large Geological Sciences Department.  But Tony taught more than the science per se.  He 
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taught young people how to be science researchers.  I remember one student who said, in effect, 

“I’m going to run the climate model for some experiments, which will form my Ph.D. thesis.”  

Tony, in effect, responded, “Oh, no you’re not, you have to first show that you understand some 

physics and persuade us that you have some original ideas worth pursuing.”   

Tony helped to make our connection to the university effective for both Columbia and NASA.  

This was vital to justify the location of GISS. 

Andy, Larry, Gary, Bill, David, Inez and Tony provided the brainpower needed for research 

in a university environment.  But how could we obtain graduate students?  The best students in 

Columbia University science departments were taken by the top professors.  We needed to create 

an additional source of good students for Earth science. 

Our backgrounds were in physics and planetary studies.  Our opinion was that physics is the best 

background training for climate research.  Environmental studies or meteorology are fine for 

some careers, but if the objective is fundamental research, physics is better for basic training. 

Graduate study in physics, on the other hand, is not necessarily a good idea, if one’s interest is in 

Earth or planetary sciences.  Physics departments commonly require students to take graduate 

courses in modern physics that are more esoteric than necessary for Earth and planetary research. 

These were thoughts that went through our minds in the late 1970s.  We needed a plan to attract 

physics students late in their undergraduate studies, and persuade them how exciting research in 

Earth and planetary studies could be. 

Proposals had become my forte, it seemed.  So it was natural for me to write a proposal to 

address our desire to work with students, preferably students with basic training in physics. 

It was not expensive.  I no longer have the 1978 proposal, but I believe that I asked for $25K 

each from the NASA planetary and climate program managers.  Amazingly, they agreed to 

cooperate, and the first Summer Institute on Planets and Climate was held in 1979. 

During the winter we sent one-page flyers to every physics department in the country.  The 

program was open to undergraduates in the summer after their junior year.  Our idea was to work 

with them before they decided where they would apply for graduate school. 

We selected 15 students from about 100 applications.  It was a 10-week program.  The first two 

weeks had lectures by research scientists who were also great teachers: Wally Broecker, Peter 

Stone, Jim Walker and Jerry North.  Then the students chose from a list of projects proposed by 

GISS scientists and the four lecturers.  The students would work on the problems the rest of the 

summer, getting advice from GISS scientists, and present results at the end of the summer. 

The program worked great.  We succeeded in getting a few of the students to apply to Columbia 

and a few others went into Earth science, but not at Columbia.  The program was also good for 

research and interactions at GISS, as most of us would attend the lectures and advise students. 

We needed another proposal.  The ozone story had led us to something more important than 

ozone depletion: powerful greenhouse gases methane and nitrous oxide were adding to the 

carbon dioxide greenhouse effect.  Humans were changing the composition of our atmosphere.  

These changes would alter Earth’s energy balance and thus Earth’s climate. 
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It made sense for us to continue to pursue planetary research.  We could bring a global, 

planetary, long timescale perspective to the climate research problem.  However, I wanted to 

focus my own time on Earth’s climate.  I resigned as principal investigator (PI) for the Pioneer 

Venus instrument, Larry would take that job, and Andy would be the PI on our Galileo proposal. 

Before we could write a good climate proposal, we needed to be aware of work that had already 

been done.  A remarkable group of scientific giants forged the way in climate studies during the 

past two centuries. 
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